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ZeeEdge
Your companion for fast,
secure, and trouble free access
to cloud apps and desktops
applications and data

More than just an Endpoint...

Today, IT buyers invest a great deal of their budgets not only towards core cloud desktop and applications solutions like
Citrix and VMware, but increasingly on third party vendors for filling gaps around security, printing, user management,
reporting, and many other areas. ZeeTim provides customers with a cost effective and comprehensive option to
complement their core cloud application and desktop solutions with the key addon tools that they require; All under one
roof, from one support team, and at a much more reasonable price point.
ZeeTim is far more than an endpoint computing vendor and it is clear in the breadth of solutions that are proposed. We
are continuously innovating in order to add even more value to the ZeeEdge offering.

ZeeEdge combines the best all of ZeeTim has to offer
ZeeEdge is a comprehensive set of tools giving IT teams a complete mechanism for user access to cloud / virtual
apps and desktops. ZeeEdge is made up of the following ZeeTim technologies:


ZeeTerm, a lightweight and secure Thin/Zero Client endpoint solution for accessing your cloud apps and desktops
inclusive of the ultra-secure ZeeOS Operating System and ZeeConf Management tool. Procure ZeeTim future proof
Hardware or convert your PCs to ZeeTerm clients with the included ZeeTransformer product. You can also load the
OS on a USB key and boot from there without converting your hardware.



ZeePrint, the cloud app and desktop solution to ensure fast and reliable printing and eliminate issues such as slow
printing, spooler crashes, incompatible drivers, complex print server management and much more... ZeePrint allows
for an optimal print environment supporting any printer with any driver from any device including mobiles



ZeeOTP, Multi Factor Authentication using top security standards a fraction of the competition’s cost. Can be
deployed on prem or via cloud SaaS services. Provides a variety of authentication methods including mobile app,
push notification, token based, email, SMS and others.
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ZeeEdge vs the others
ZeeEdge from ZeeTim is the only
product in the market that combines
such technologies under one roof.
This translates to one point of contact
and support, as well huge savings as
there is no longer a need to procure
three different products but rather
just one!

Print optimization
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